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SiteOne
NATIONAL INDEPENDENT GOSPEL SINGERS
Tony Bryant, George Quinton (lead vocals), Edward Owens (tenor), Zerman Ware (baritone), Robert
'Buba' Owens (basso) unnaccompanied
I met my Elder this morning
I got good religion

Atlanta 30th May 1950
aslast

Formed in the mid-30s this Atlanta quartet recorded a handful of very rare sides in 1950 that are
amongst the finest examples of a capella singing of this period.

PROPHET POWERS
RADIO FOUR
REV. CHAMBERS
REV. ANDERSON JOHNSON
NATIONAL INDEPENDENT GOSPEL SINGERS
NATIONAL INDEPENDENT GOSPEL SINGERS
OTIS JACKSON
OTIS JACKSON

The two selections here are probably their best recordings and were recorded during the 'golden era' of
gospel when alternate leads were coming to the fore.

THE TREE OF LIFE (IS WAITING FOR ME)
BLOOD DONE SIGNED MY NAME
ME AND THE DEVIL
GOD DON'T LIKEIT
IMET MY ELDER THIS MORNING
I GOT GOOD RELIGION
TELL ME WHY YOU LIKE ROOSEVELT (Part 1)
TELL ME WHY YOU LIKE ROOSEVELT (Part 2)

OTIS JACKSON with The National Clouds of Joy
Otis Jackson (vocal) with male vocal group unnaccompanied
Tell me why you like Roosevelt Parts 1/2 .1949
Written by Otis Jackson whilst field manager of the Evangelist Singers he first recorded it with them in

1946 but this later version is a finer performance.
The song is very cleverly structured and tells the story of President Roosevelts campaign to help the

underprivileged and even manages to include references to Churchill and Attlee.

SiteTwo REV. B. C. CAMPBELL
Vocal with unknown female vocal and congregation piano, drums, tambourines
Sweepin' thru the gate December 1947
Another of the very few preachers who recorded both pre-and post-war, Rev. Campbell cut 16tracks in

two sessions in:1947 and 1950.
Most of them featured the female lead and they were all of similar sound to the example on this album.

REV. B. C. CAMPBELL
FIVE BLIND BOYS
FIVE BLIND BOYS
SISTER 0. M. TERRELL
RADIO FOUR
ECHOES OF ZION
SOUTHERN HARMONAIRES
SOUTHERN HARMONAIRES

SWEEPIN' THRU THE GATE
WHEN GOD DIPS HIS PEN OF LOVE
NEVER TURN BACK
I'M GOING TO THAT CITY
WHAT CHA GONNA DO
ATLANTA'S TRAGIC MONDAY
WHO WILL YOUR CAPTAIN BE
I'M SO GLAD

FIVE BLIND BOYS
Archie Brownlee, Rev. Percell Perkins (lead vocals), Lawrence Abrams (tenor), Lloyd Woodard
(baritone), Joseph Ford (basso) unnaccompanied
When God dips His pen of love
Never turn back

Newark 1948
as last

Formed, like so many great groups, during the war years the Five Blind Boys of Mississippi became one
of the greatest of all quartets.
All but Rev. Perkins were blind and attended school in Piney Wood, Miss., they cut eight tracks in

Oakland for Excelsior in 1947 and 10 tracks in Newark for Coleman before joining Peacock
Their most famous material was recorded for Peacock but the two selections here are amongst their

finest recordings. If ever there was a tour de force' in gospel then it must surely be When God dips His
pen', with Brownlee and Perkins alternate hard driving vocals lifting the tempo with each change of lead.

The Retiigs SISTER o. M. TERRELL
Vocal/guitar, with bass and drums
'm going to that city Nashville 19th February 1953
Little is known about Sister Terrell other than the fact that she only recorded six titles (in a single

session).GET RIGHT WITH GOD Her style is very similar to Rosetta Tharpe and the three singles are very sought after by collectors.
This album contains a representative colletron o PThis album contains a representative collection of post-war gospel recorded between 1947 and 1953.

dod as the finest for gospelmusicandallTne post-War perio0 througn to the mid-50S15 9enerally reg
the selections on the album are superb examples of three of the many styles which encompass Gospel

RADIO FOUR
Details as last
What'cha gonna do

mu
(prob.) Nashville c. 1953The sty les covered are 'quartets (both a capella and accompanied)', 'guitar/vocalists' and 'singing

preachers'.

PROPHET POWERS and The Holy Mount Singers
Sister Birch (vocal) with mixed vocal group guitar, drums, piano, tambourine
The Tree of Life (is waiting for me)

ECHOES OF ZION
Rev. Floyd L. McClarity, Alfred Ingram (lead vocals), Benjamn Moore (tenor), Richard Frazier, George
Kennedy, Azell Mitchell
Male vocal group with guitar accompanied
Atlanta's tragic Monday

c. 1948
Atlanta c.late 1940sLike so many early post-war artists little is known about Prophet Powers, there is even uncertainty

regarding his name.
Only twO singles were issued, one as Prophet Powers and the other as Prophet Powell but in fact he

doesn't sing on either of the issues.

Yet another of the legion of outstanding quartets who were formed in the 30s and recorded during the
'golden era' of post-war gospel.
Written by their manager (Harrison Smith) 'Atlanta's Tragic Monday' is based on an event that

happened in Atlanta when people were drinking bad moonshine instead of praying.All four tracks were recorded in an up-tempo 'sanctified' style which was very popular in pre-war gospel
but rarely recorded post-war. It is an excellent example of late 40s quartet singing.

RADIO FOUR
Morgan Babb, Ray Babb, John Babb, Graham Babb
accompaniment
Blood done signed my name

SOUTHERN HARMONAIRES
Thermon Ruth, Alden Bunn, Eugene Mumford (lead vocals), Hadie Rowe, Jnr., Raymond 'Pee Wee'
Barnes, David McNeil (basso)
Guitar accompanied (Alden Bunn)
Who will your Captain be
I'm so glad

male vocal group with guitar and bass

(prob.) Nashville c.1952
New York 5th October 1950

as last
Their recording career stretched from the early 50s through the mid-60s and during this period they

maintained a very high standard of recordings.
almost all their recordings were in an up-tempo style, the One of the most interesting and complicated groups in gospel the Southern Harmonaires were actually

On the same day the above were recorded they had three other recording sessions at three different

The same personnel also recorded numerous secular titles under The Larks' banner and the gospel

They made only five titles under The Southern Harmonaires and are fine recordings in their own right.

Acknowledgement is given to the outstanding research into gospel history and group personnel being

Bob Laughton, July 1983

1gedoinchan binhe ditionofiano ltor matrialmai the Selah Singers.

studios under three different names.

items are now very collectable.

Their most famous mem ber was Morgan Babb who left the group in 1957 to become one of Nashboro's
most successful artists.

REV. CHAMBERS
Rev. W. M. Chambers (vocal) with female vocal group
Me and the DeviI

organ, drums, guitar
(prob. Chicago) March 1952

Another fine example of 'singing preachers', Rev. Chambers had been located in North Carolina by
J. B. Long. one-time manager of Blind Boy Fuller. Long arranged a recording session for Okeh in 1941 so
Chambers is one of only a handful of preachers who recorded both pre- and post-war. This track is one of
only two recorded post-war.

done by Doug Seroff and Ray Funk.

Photograph: Courtesy Peter B. Lowry, Georgia 1970
REV. ANDERSON JOHNSON
Vocal/guitar with 2nd unknown vocal
God don't like it Miami, January 1953
Much sought after artist whose handful of recordings are all pertormed with immense power. This track

(which is very representative of his style) is the old Gospel standard that warns of the perils of wine,
Women and song.
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